Kashmiri Migrants & Kashmiri Hindus domiciled in Kashmir valley admission circular by AICTE and IMT policy

Kashmiri Migrants & Kashmiri Hindus domiciled in Kashmir valley admission circular by AICTE and IMT policy The admission criteria for IMT Admissions 2024 refers to the AICTE circular F. No. AICTE/ P&AP/Misc/2020 dated 6.10.2020 for concession for the wards of Kashmiri Migrants and Kashmiri Pandit/ Kashmiri Hindu Families (Non-Migrants) living in Kashmir Valley for admission in Higher Educational Institutions. The below mentioned policy is only applicable to all Kashmiri migrants and Kashmiri Pandit/ Kashmiri Hindu Families (non-migrants) domiciled in the Kashmir Valley. IMT policy:

1. IMT Ghaziabad, IMT Nagpur and IMT Hyderabad will relax test percentile cut off to a maximum of five (5) percentiles only for above mentioned candidates.

2. This relaxation is only in CAT/XAT/GMAT percentages and not in any other academic and/ or merit requirements.

3. Note that for all Kashmiri migrant applicants, the general cut off of the campus will be taken for consideration in relaxation in cut offs, and not the test score cut offs which are separately maintained for female candidates, Exceptional profile and exceptional Work experience candidates. The Kashmiri Migrants category candidates cannot apply in any other special category of the institute like Exceptional profile, Exceptional Work experience etc. In case they do, they will not be considered in the KM category.